Taxonomy of granular rheology from grain property networks.
We construct complex networks from symbolic time series of particle properties within a dense quasistatically deforming granular assembly subjected to biaxial compression. The structure of the resulting networks embodies the evolving structural rearrangements in the granular material, in both contact forces and contact topologies. These rearrangements are usefully summarized through standard network statistics as well as building block motifs and community structures. Dense granular media respond to applied compression and shear by a process of self-organization to form two cooperatively evolving structures comprising the major load-bearing columnlike force chains, and the lateral trusslike three-cycle triangle topologies. We construct networks summarizing their individual evolution based on relationships between symbolic time series indicating a particle's chronological force chain and three-cycle membership histories. We test which particle membership histories are similar with respect to each other through the information theory-based measure of Hamming distance. The complex networks summarize the essential structural rearrangements, while the community structures within the networks partition the material into distinct zones of deformation, including interlacing subregions of failure inside the shear band. The taxonomy of granular rheology at the mesoscopic scale distills the inelastic structural rearrangements throughout loading history down to its core elements, and should lay bare an objective and physics-based formalism for thermodynamic internal variables and associated evolution laws.